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Abstract. Most neural network hydrological modelling has used split-sample validation to ensure good out-of-sample
generalisation and thus safeguard each potential solution against the danger of overfitting. However, given that each
sub-set is required to provide a comprehensive and sufficient representation of both environmental inputs and
hydrological processes, then to partition the data could create limited individual representations that are in some form
or other deficient with respect to fitness-for-purpose. To address this issue a comparison has been undertaken
between neural network rainfall-runoff models developed using [a] conventional stopping conditions and [b] a
continuous single-model-bootstrap. The results demonstrate marginal improvements in terms of greater accuracies and
better global generalisations – but substantial advantages in the form of automation and diagnostic capabilities.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The nineteen-nineties witnessed the advent and
successful
application
of
several
innovative
technologies in the field of hydrological modelling. This
included: [i] the use of smart or soft computing
methodologies; and [ii] the introduction of computerbased tools that made little or no explicit use of
traditional mathematical symbols (Abbott, 1999; Minns,
2000). The investigation of neural solutions was a
popular research endeavour and some reflections on
their initial uptake can be found in compendium works
such as: [i] Maier and Dandy (1999); [ii] ASCE (2000a,b);
or [iii] Dawson and Wilby (2001). Streamflow prediction
and forecasting received the most attention, since this
problem is well suited to a neural solution, given the
non-linear nature of the rainfall-runoff relationship and
ease of access to long historical series of both
precipitation and discharge data. For a comprehensive
discussion on neural network terms and issues the
reader is directed to selected texts such as Bishop
(1995), Haykin (1999) or Reed and Marks (1999).
Most neural network hydrological modelling has
adopted split-sample-validation to ensure good out-ofsample generalisation and thus safeguard each solution
against the danger of overfitting. However, given that
each sub-set is required to provide a comprehensive
representation of both environmental inputs and
hydrological processes, then to partition the data could
create limited individual representations that are in some
form or other deficient with respect to fitness-forpurpose. This problem of reduced information content
will be applicable to both model-construction and modelvalidation data sets and different selection options and
combination strategies could lead to alternative
modelling outcomes. The requirement for sub-division
will also be a critical factor for small data sets and in
situations where marked seasonal or annual variation
exists.

To address this issue a comparison exercise was
undertaken between neural rainfall-runoff models
developed using [a] conventional split-sample
procedures
and
[b]
continuous
single-model
bootstrapping. In each case a test data set was retained
for 'proof of concept' evaluation purposes although the
ultimate objective was to develop an efficient method
that overcomes the traditional requirement for data
splitting. These neural solutions were designed to
forecast discharge on the Upper River Wye in Central
Wales. Each neural bootstrapping operation was based
on a continuous process of data selection and parameter
adjustment, using small random sub-samples wherein
each sub-sample was a random sample taken with
replacement from the available hydrological record, in
direct contrast to the standard method of model
development based on large static sub-sets.
2.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

2.1 Problem of Division
The recommended procedure for evaluating the
performance of a neural model is to split the available
data into: [i] a training set that is used for parameter
estimation based on gradient descent against some cost
function; [ii] a validation set that is used to monitor
performance, to determine a stopping point after which
the solution becomes overfitted, or to set additional
parameters or hyper-parameters such as weighted
penalties on over-complex models; and [iii] one or more
test sets. The data sets in a split-sample approach share
no patterns in common and each set is expected to
provide an adequate representation of the problem
space in terms of range and completeness. Each set must
also encapsulate the relevant characteristics and
covariance of each input distribution and output
distribution, together with the assemblage of complex
interwoven deterministic relationships, that exists
between them.

There is no authoritative method that can be used to
divide the data, or to confirm that each split sample is a
good representation, and several different approaches
have been adopted in the past e.g. random samples, use
of standard temporal units such as annual data sets, or
division based on equivalent statistical descriptors such
as measures of centralization and dispersion. The best
word of advice on split-sample modelling is to use large
samples, in the expectation that sufficient information
will be contained within each set, since larger data sets
will often provide more accurate approximations (Reed
and Marks, 1999). For an illustrative discussion on the
potential pitfalls of ignoring variation across static
divisions, or the danger of drawing strong conclusions
from modelling with static divisions that exhibit marked
sensitivities to data splitting, see LeBaron & Weigend
(1998).
2.2 Bootstrap Maneuver
The bootstrap (Efron, 1979; Efron and Tibishirani, 1993)
is a computational procedure that uses intensive resampling, with replacement, to reduce uncertainties. The
aim of re-sampling is to mimic the random component of
a process and to reduce variance through averaging
over numerous different partitions of the data. However,
the decision on which item(s) is(are) to be re-sampled, is
a multifaceted issue that must be determined from a
consideration of the stochastic component of the
modelling process (Moony and Duval, 1993) e.g.
components, coefficients or residuals. It is common to
process hundreds or thousands of subsets, to produce
an empirical estimate of the output distribution, from
which certain fundamental characteristics of the
population can be calculated e.g. means, variances, or
cumulants. It is also used to produce statements about
probabilities, to generate inferences about true
parameters, and to determine confidence intervals.
The use of non-parametric bootstrap approaches in
hydrological modelling is on the increase. Documented
applications range from estimating means, confidence
intervals, parameter uncertainties and network design
techniques (e.g. Cover and Unny, 1986; Tasker, 1987,
1999; Woo, 1989; Moss and Tasker, 1991; Zucchini and
Adamson, 1989; Di Stefano et al., 2000) to the adoption
of more complicated block-based methodologies that
endeavour to maintain temporal dependence or spatial
co-variance (e.g. Lall and Sharma, 1996; Vogal and
Shallcross, 1996; Sharma et al., 1997; Tasker and Dunne,
1997; Srinivas and Srinivasan 2000, 2001). The
application of bootstrap methodologies to build neural
solutions is also the subject of current research. There
are two natural paths for randomness to enter a neural
model-building operation: through different choices
about splitting the data, or through different choices
about network initialization, architecture and training.
Either path, or both paths together, can be
bootstrapped. The neural bootstrap has been used to
perform bootstrap aggregation [bagging] of multi-model

ensembles to produce averaged outputs and a more
stable solution (Hsieh and Tang, 1998; Tang et al., 1998)
and bootstrap assessment of multi-model multi-data
solutions to establish the influence of different
components (LeBaron & Weigend, 1998). More
sophisticated neural bootstraps have also been used to
estimate confidence bounds for network outputs (Efron
and Tibshirani 1993) and for bootstrapping residuals to
[i] evaluate forecasting power (Weigend et al., 1992) or
[ii] obtain error bars on iterated time series predictions
(Connor, 1993).
2.3 Hydrological Data
The Upper River Wye basin in Central Wales was
selected for these investigations (Figure 1) This is a
small upland research catchment that has moderate
spatial variation and a quick response. The basin covers
an area of 10.55 km2, elevations range from 350-700 m,
and average annual rainfall is 2500 mm. Previous
hydrological modelling of this catchment includes:
Beven et al. (1984), Bathurst (1986), Quinn and Beven
(1993), Abrahart and Kneale (1997) and Abrahart et al.
(1999). Discharge [Q] and rainfall [R] data were available
on a one-hour time step for the period 1984-86. Figure 2
depicts variation in discharge: 1984 had a summer
drought; 1985 contained a good spread of events; 1986
showed greater divergence and experienced the biggest
floods.
Modelling predictors were identified using the 'pick-andmix' significant relationships approach of Dawson and
Wilby (1998). To obtain maximum forecasting power,
from a minimum set of inputs, correlation analysis was
performed against lags and moving averages of rainfall
and discharge to ascertain which factors would be the
strongest predictors of current discharge [Q]. This use
of lags and moving averages provided short-term
recollection of previous events and antecedent
conditions. For practical reasons, correlation was
performed on the full data set, although purists might
argue that the test set should have been excluded from
such operations. Figure 3 contains plots of the
correlation coefficients from which the optimal inputs
were identified as Qt-1, Rt-2 a n d Ravg[10]. The plot of
moving average discharge exhibited a progressive
degradation and was omitted from further consideration
since the highest value, Qavg[1], is equivalent to Qt-1. Two
additional drivers were added to prevent excessive
generalisation and to allow for non-linearities in
modelling response: sin[CLOCK] and cos[CLOCK].
These inputs, derived from annual hour count [CLOCK],
can discover and incorporate seasonal or annual
influences - which is important since an agricultural
catchment might be expected to produce different
responses in summer (drier) and winter (wetter). For an
illustration of neural forecasting power associated with
these two variables see Abrahart et al. (2001). To
overcome problems associated with upper-limit and
lower-limit saturation the input and output

Figure1: Upper River Wye catchment (after Beven et al., 1984)
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Figure 2: Hydrograph for the Upper River Wye 1984 – 86
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Figure 3: Correlation analysis of lags and moving averages against predictand
Table 1: Correlation matrix of selected predictors against predictand
Modelling
Output

Qt

Modelling
Input
Q t-1

R t-2

R avg[10]

sin [CLOCK]

cos [CLOCK]

0.9764

0.6205

0.7384

-0.0980

0.2478

data were standardized, using a linear transformation, to
an intermediate range [0.1-0.9]. For simplification
purposes all results will be reported in normalised
discharge units (nqu.

RUN-A:

1984 training set; 1986 validation set; 1995
test set

RUN-B:

1986 training set; 1984 validation set; 1995
test set

2.4 Standard Approach

These two organizational groupings were based on
visual inspection of the hydrographic record. To
encapsulate a full range of outliers and conditions, the
construction process needed to include the summer
drought and the largest floods, so solutions were
developed on paired combinations of the annual data
sets for 1984 and 1986. Further, using role reversal, these
temporal divisions can be used in different modes to
build alternative modelling solutions. In operation [A]
1986 data provided a stopping condition to prevent
overfitting on the 1984 model; and in operation [B] their
implementation was reversed. The central period, 1985,
comprised intermediate catchment conditions and
contained a large number of flood events. It was in
consequence a good test set that had no requirement for
questionable extrapolation of the predictand.

Two standard solutions were developed using a 5:5:1
backpropagation network with sigmoid transfer
functions and random initialization [between plus and
minus one]. Selection of an optimal architecture is
problematic but previous rainfall-runoff research has
demonstrated that: [i] most simple solutions of modest
size can provide an acceptable solution; [ii] using a large
number of hidden units has little or no real impact on the
end result; and [iii] the benefit of multiple hidden layers
is considered marginal in comparison to the numerical
overheads involved (Minns and Hall, 1996; Abrahart
and See, 2000). These findings correspond to empirical
investigation into the effectiveness of different methods
of ensemble creation [an "ensemble" is a combination of
redundant networks] which suggests that variation in
the training data has the greatest potential for creating
networks that produce different errors (Sharkey and
Sharkey, 1995; Sharkey et al., 1996, Tumer and Ghosh,
1996). It is also commensurate with the opinion that
neural networks will in most cases attempt to build an
identical function, from a given set of data, albeit that
alternative degrees of generalisation, or different levels
of sub-optimal solution, are possible (Sharkey, 1999).
The processed data were split into annual data sets and
two standard runs were undertaken to provide a
comparison against which the bootstrap results could be
evaluated. The role and function of each annual data set
during each model development operation was as
follows:

Low rates of learning [0.2] and momentum [0.1] were
applied. Sum squared error statistics were then
computed at regular intervals on each annual data set
and these results translated into a combined graph from
which the optimal modelling solution, in each experiment
could be determined. Models were selected at the point
of inflection on the validation error curve; error
associated with the validation data set was thereafter
observed to increase, in a progressive manner, which is
indicative of overfitting. The optimal solutions were
obtained at [A] 2000 epochs and [B] 1275 epochs (Figure
4).
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Figure 4: Model selection based on split-sample-validation for RUN-A and RUN-B
§ log scale used to obtain maximum differentiation
§ arrows indicate point of inflection and optimal solution

2.5 Bootstrap Simulation
Most neural bootstrap operations have to date involved
building a large number of networks; one for each set of
re-sampled data. Each model is developed in a standard
manner, and the output related to each set of inputs at
each instant collated, such that means or standard
deviations can be calculated and used to describe the
output distribution of either predictions or errors. This
process is said to produce a stable mean, which is not
subject to the vagaries of split-sample validation, and
offers a measure of reliance in terms of potential
variation. However, descriptors of centralization and
dispersion provide a scale of correspondence, but it is
not a true ‘confidence region’ in terms of predicted
modelling output. For a method to estimate true
confidence regions in the form of local error bars that
depend upon relative location in input space see Nix and
Weigend (1995). The adoption of an ensemble solution
is also problematic, since this involves extensive
duplication of the model building process, with no clear
separation between random data selection and random
model development.
The computational effort that must be expended to train
and test thousands of solutions in an automated manner
is a realistic option. But to maintain the tradition of split
sample validation is to risk an accumulation of the
methodological drawbacks and practical problems that
are associated with 'stopped training'. The main
criticisms of 'stopped training' are listed in Sarle (2001):
rules of thumb on [i] the number of cases in each set of
data; [ii] the split of data into training and validation sets
using either random selection or some form of
systematic algorithm; or [iii] the decision on when
validation error "starts to increase" since it could go up
or down numerous times during training. The safest
method is to train to convergence, then go back and
determine which iteration had the lowest validation error
[as used in the standard approach]. For more elaborate
algorithms see Prechelt (1994, 1998). Last, but not least,

neither data set makes full use of the entire sample and
standard statistical theories or constructs are not
applicable in this practical working modus operandi.
To examine alternative approaches a single-modelbootstrap has been designed. This solution is based on
re-sampling with replacement in which the model is built
from a continuous sequence of re-sampled data. Each
sub-sample influences the level of generalization,
through the process of construction, and in all instances
each sample is applied in the sprit of competition and
progressive smithing. Thus, over time, a shifting average
emerges that has no undue allegiance to the specifics of
a single annual series. The end product instead
approximates the fundamental properties or common
responses of the re-sampled data, albeit with a slight
inclination towards stronger modelling of the most
recent sub-sample, and the dilemma of 'stopped training'
is therefore avoided as opposed to being proliferated or
compounded. Earlier neural bootstrap studies have also
revealed that variation in forecasts due to changes in
structure or architecture are small in comparison to those
that arise from sample splitting (LeBaron & Weigend,
1998). Thus neither architecture nor modelling
parameters were bootstrapped.
To maintain commonalities with the standard approach
an identical 5:5:1 backpropagation architecture was used
and random re-sampling was applied to an amalgamated
database that comprised all patterns in the annual data
sets for 1984 and 1986. It could be argued that this use
of two annual data sets provides an unfair advantage;
but the whole point of this modelling exercise is to avoid
the traditional problems of squandered resources and
natural bias. To help steer clear of unwarranted
overfitting against a single set of re-sampled patterns
the backpropagation parameters were decreased to small
levels of adjustment: epochs=100; learning=0.1; and
momentum=0.05. There is no logical stopping point [or
related problem] in a continuous simulation, that
switches from one state
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Figure 5: Error plots for bootstrap modelling [A] BTSP-500 [B] BTSP-1000
§ log scale used to obtain maximum differentiation
§ shaded area indicates period of extraction

to another at each iteration, so model outputs were
extracted and fused over time [not over optimised
solutions] using means and standard deviations. Model
development based on two different random sample
sizes was investigated [BTSP-500, BTSP-1000] and in
each case fusion statistics for the test set were
computed over a fixed period of post-development resampling operations [1000 – 2000].
3.

EMPIRICAL RESULTS

It is important to consider a number of statistical
evaluators since there is no single definitive measure
that can determine the success of each forecast
(Houghton-Carr, 1999; Legates & McCabe, 1999; Hall,
2001). Eight numerical descriptors were therefore
computed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

coefficient of efficiency1 [COE].
root mean squared error [RMSE].
maximum under-prediction [MUP].
maximum over-prediction [MOP].
largest positive change in discharge [LPC].
largest negative change in discharge [LNC].
numerical range of change in discharge [ROC].
standard deviation of change in discharge [SDC].

Diagnostic outputs for selected data sets are provided in
Tables 2, 3 and 4. Forecasts were also subject to visual
inspection and graphical analysis, to provide qualitative
information about temporal performance and error
characteristics, and to facilitate a detailed examination of
the relationship between modelling difficulties and
bootstrap standard deviation indices. Pertinent graphics
are provided in Figures 6 and 7.

1

Nash and Sutcliffe (1970)

4.

DISCUSSION

The bootstrap maneuver can be used to counteract
numerous difficulties that arise from the haphazard
process of model development, through the
construction of ensemble solutions, and related multimodel output averaging. However, in the reported
research, a continuous single-model-bootstrap has been
developed to exploit the untapped benefits of
progressive construction, which uses on-going
competition between re-sampled sub-sets, to establish
an automated mechanism that will produce an optimal
solution averaged over time.
The four neural solutions produced an excellent set of
statistical results and in all cases BTSP-1000 did a little
bit better than BTSP-500. Further, there are no signs of
potential overfitting, and no indication of problematic
sub-optimal traps. COE and RMSE statistics indicated
better levels of global generalisation for the bootstrap
operations, although in real terms the difference between
the four neural solutions was slight, and the bootstrap
models were not much better than the superior product
of their two standard counterparts. The greatest errors
occurred under similar hydrological circumstances and
such items are considered to result from deficiencies in
the modelling record.
MUP and MOP are also associated with problematic
situations, in which the forecasts appeared to be an hour
or so out-of-step, in terms of lateness on both rising
limbs (under-prediction) and falling limbs (overprediction) for individual events. The bootstrap
solutions, in comparison to their split-sample
counterparts, were observed to provide a similar [albeit
poorer] response on steeper sections of the rising limb
and a much better response on shallower sections of the
falling limb. So although the bootstrap operation has in
overall terms created a more generalised solution, under
certain circumstances a more generalised solution will
produce a weaker response, which leads to similar or
greater errors.

Table 2: Numerical results for standard solutions [test set in bold]
Data Set
COE
RMSE
MUP
1984
0.9668
0.0063
-0.2646
1985
0.9366
0.0090
-0.2037
1986
0.9462
0.0130
-0.2085
1984
0.9552
0.0073
-0.2455
1985
0.9440
0.0085
-0.2018
1986
0.9574
0.0116
-0.2019

MOP
0.0829
0.1642
0.1951
0.1225
0.1676
0.2001

Solution
BTSP-500
BTSP-1000

Table 3: Test data results for bootstrap solutions
Data Set
COE
RMSE
1985
0.9452
0.0084
1985
0.9456
0.0083

MUP
-0.2049
-0.2041

MOP
0.1567
0.1556

Solution
ORIGINAL
RUN-A
RUN-B
BTSP-500
BTSP-1000

Table 4: Numerical results for predicted change in discharge
Data Set
LPC
LNC
ROC
1985
0.2066
-0.1658
0.3723
1985
0.0537
-0.0978
0.1515
1985
0.0769
-0.0444
0.1213
1985
0.0383
-0.0404
0.0788
1985
0.0336
-0.0380
0.0715

SDC
0.0086
0.0031
0.0035
0.0022
0.0019

Solution
RUN-A

RUN-B
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Figure 6: BTSP-1000 time series plot for biggest winter event in test data set
[A] observed and predicted discharge [B] standard deviation of bootstrap forecasts
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Table 4 reveals substantial problems in the degree of
change, between current and predicted discharge, at
each time step. This feature is not well modelled and the
bootstrap solutions, which provided the greatest level of
generalisation, exhibit the lowest range and weakest
potential reaction. It could be argued that the neural
solutions are taking to much notice of current discharge
such that extra drivers are needed to build a better
model. However, it is also possible to contend that sharp
increases and decreases appear as isolated energetic
events, and are thus swamped in an ocean of small
changes during the process of construction. To resolve
this problem would require histogram equalisation of
change in discharge [global skewness 4.66; global
kurtosis 158.90].
Figure 6 provides an illustration of these problems. It
also demonstrates the nature of the relationship between
the bootstrap standard deviation indices and the
hydrographic record at each point. Higher predictions
and major changes are observed to be associated with
greater variation in forecasting output. Further, strong
numerical relationships were identified, based on
correlation analysis of the standard deviation indices
against discharge [BTSP-500 R=0.8858; BTSP-1000
R=0.8767] and absolute change in discharge [BTSP-500
R=0.6887; BTSP-1000 R=0.6886]. These collective
observations suggest that bootstrap modelling was
biased towards the lower levels of discharge and weaker
changes; there was a profusion of mediocre samples or
patterns such that the most significant hydrological
features were treated as outliers and not the norm. To
resolve this problem would require histogram
equalisation of discharge [global skewness 6.82; global
kurtosis 74.48].

5.

CONCLUSIONS

§

This novel bootstrap mechanism offers marginal
improvements in terms of greater accuracies and
better global generalisations - but with diminished
response in more challenging situations.
The main benefits arise from increased automation
and a reduction in guesstimates on the division of
data and in the selection of an optimal modelling
solution.
The standard deviation and degree of change
indices provided useful diagnostic tools. Explicit
information was obtained about difficulties on: [i]
higher magnitude predication; [ii] representation of
rapid change; and [iii] potential swamping from an
unwarranted number of mundane patterns.
Efficacious software solutions must be developed
[i] to perform multifaceted histogram equalisation
and [ii] to provide alternative inputs that produce
higher temporal accuracies.
Further research is needed to investigate block
bootstrapping and confidence intervals.

§

§

§
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